Part I. Rewrite each of the sentences below, adding a prepositional phrase from the list.

1. The dog sat. ____________________________

2. We danced happily. ____________________________

3. The piece of paper flew. ____________________________

4. Liz rode her bicycle. ____________________________

Part II. Write a sentence using the prepositional phrases below.

1. about the book ____________________________

2. over the river ____________________________

3. on Tuesday ____________________________

4. by the chair ____________________________
Add a Prepositional Phrase

Prepositional Phrases:
- on the roof
- down the block
- in the air
- to the house
- over the hill
- under the table
- across the yard
- inside the barn
- out the door

Part I. Rewrite each of the sentences below, adding a prepositional phrase from the list.

Actual answers will vary. Examples of correct answers:
1. The dog sat. **The dog sat under the table.**
2. We danced happily. **We danced happily across the yard.**
3. The piece of paper flew. **The piece of paper flew out the door.**
4. Liz rode her bicycle. **Liz rode her bicycle inside the barn.**

Part II. Write a sentence using the prepositional phrases below.

1. about the book **1. We talked about the book.**
2. over the river **2. The boat floated over the river.**
3. on Tuesday **3. We saw a movie on Tuesday.**
4. by the chair **4. The cat slept by the chair.**